Of all the colleges and universities in the United States, only Harvard has a unique college

chair. Its history is part of the history of Harvard. In 1813 the great American architect
Charles Bullfinch designed Harvard’s University Hall. Now the focus of Harvard Yard, the
first floor was then “College Commons”. Each class had a dining room, and freshmen were
especially raucous. The great philosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson was suspended for a semester for an 1819 food fight that broke some china.
A student with an armload of books needs a handhold to pull the chair from the table, resulting in the unique “cut outs” that distinguish this chair from other college chairs. From
the early 1900’s replicas with the Harvard seal were sold by the Harvard Alumni Association
to raise funds. Today Harvard authorizes only two manufacturers to handcraft these historic replicas. F.W. Lombard is exclusive maker of Harvard Business School open enrollment chairs, as well as the traditional chair with college and HBS seals. Learn more about
the chair and the new Harvard-authorized “contemporary” design for those who prefer
comfortable higher back support in an elegant college chair.

University Hall in 1880s

EverythingHarvard.com is not affiliated with Harvard University or HBS. We work in cooperation with the Harvard Trademark Program but remain unaffiliated, like The Coop. Our display
chair is at The Harvard Book Store. The website and the company are managed by Laurence
McKinney, H ‘66, MBA ‘69; and his wife, in Arlington, MA. Our partners are members of his MBA
classmates. Learn more about us at EverythingHarvard.com.
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•

Comes with a solid brass name plate

"...my new Harvard chair arrived today-and it is one of the most fabulous pieces
of furniture I have ever owned; a true
keepsake that I realize, will certainly outlast me.
We are in the process of a build-out
for a new suite of offices. After seeing
the architect's and the designer's plans
for my own office, I decided to buy
three university commons style chairs
for the area in front of my desk...this
chair from Everything Harvard and
Lombard is the centerpiece, set-off and
absolutely stunning.
I simply wanted, with respect, to tell
you how very pleased I am with this addition to my family. You have a terrific
business and I wish you the very best in
this enterprise." ~ Michael P., MPA

35”h x 21”w x 19”D
28 lbs.
$469.00 (plus $55 p/h)
6 to 8 weeks delivery

~ Exclusive ~
optional solid brass name
plate at no extra charge

All seals are silk-screened in gold.
Not shown actual size.

Every year more than 20,000 professionals take advantage of Harvard’s prestigious open en-

rollment programs: executives, attorneys, physicians, public health administrators, architects and
educators. The demanding programs are structured and taught by the same world-class tenured
and senior faculty as standard Harvard degree programs. Tested and challenged by the rigor and
discipline of an educational opportunity at Harvard later in life, these men and women return to
their lives and their careers strengthened and supported by their experiences in Cambridge and Boston. They treasure memories that will never fade.
In 2004, to honor these open enrollment scholars for effort, enthusiasm and substantial investment of time in the midst of a busy career, Lombard created, and Harvard authorized the Executive Education Collection™ to create a premium chair for the professional’s home, office, or
practice. For those who prefer grace to grandeur, Harvard also authorized the design and creation
of the thoroughly comfortable and elegantly styled “Contemporary”. Each is hand crafted, individually numbered and registered in your name by the famous F.W. Lombard Company, holder of
Harvard’s first authorized license for its traditional college chair.

Learn more about the chairs at everythingharvard.com

“It’s not just a chair, it’s a tradition.”

